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Uber Deal Could End Drivers' Pricing-Model 
Class Action
By Cara Bayles

Law360 (August 27, 2018, 5:15 PM EDT) -- The man representing a class of more than 
9,000 Uber drivers asked a California federal judge to bless a deal that would end claims 
that the ride-hailing company's so-called upfront pricing model denies drivers their fair 
share of riders' payments.

On Friday, lead plaintiff Martin Dulberg asked U.S. District Court Judge William Alsup to 
preliminarily approve a $345,622 settlement ending claims that Uber Technologies Inc. 
breached its own services agreement by paying drivers based on the actual distance they 
drove, instead of a percentage of the inflated projections Uber charged passengers. The 
deal came after the end of discovery and was the result of arms-length mediation before 
U.S. Magistrate Judge Donna Ryu, according to court filings.

The settlement represents all of what Uber believes it owes drivers and about half of what 
the plaintiffs estimated for damages. Although Judge Alsup in February certified a class
of 9,265 drivers, Dulberg's expert found that only about half of them lost money in the 
difference between projected fares and what they were paid and the average shortfall was 
about $160. That meant the most the class could hope to collect was about $747,555, 
Dulberg said. Uber's expert found that only 2,597 drivers had valid claims, which reduced 
damages to $345,622.

"Given the expected recovery and risks of litigation, the $345,622 settlement is more than 
adequate," Dulberg said in the motion. "The settlement amount is well within the zone of 
fairness even when compared to the best-case scenario damages: $345,622 is 46.2 
percent of $747,555. Indeed, courts routinely approve settlements that are less than 10 
percent of maximum value."

The suit, filed in February 2017, alleged that Uber charged passengers a fare before 
their rides began based on an aggressive and often inflated projection of the distance and 
time involved for a particular ride. Dulberg said Uber's contract promised that drivers 
would get a set percentage of riders' fares, but the company instead paid drivers based on 
the distance and time they actually drove and pocketed the difference.

The complaint outlined the alleged breach with a hypothetical in which Uber promised to 
pay drivers 80 percent of their fares. If the company charged a rider $100 based on its 
estimate but the driver provided only $90 worth of service, the driver would earn $72, 
rather than the $80 he should have, Dulberg said.

But Uber countered by saying the upfront pricing was meant to inform riders, not to 
calculate drivers' pay. It said the drivers' contract made that clear and consistent, and 
drivers often benefited from the difference between passenger pricing and the actual drive.
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Uber also said it had affirmative defenses against the suit, including Dulberg's admission 
that he knew about the pricing model in 2016 yet continued to work for the company for 
months before filing suit. Uber said that could qualify as a waiver.

Dulberg seeks a $5,000 service payment, and the settlement pot would be distributed 
proportionally among the class after costs and attorneys' fees. The motion does not give 
an amount for attorneys' fees, saying that will be left to the court's discretion.

Dulberg's attorney declined to comment on Monday. Attorneys and representatives for 
Uber did not immediately respond to requests for comment.

Dulberg is represented by Paul B. Maslo of Napoli Shkolnik PLLC.

Uber is represented by Randall W. Edwards of O'Melveny & Myers LLP.

The case is Dulberg v. Uber Technologies Inc. et al., case number 3:17-cv-00850, in the 
U.S. District Court for the Northern District of California.

--Additional reporting by Braden Campbell, Linda Chiem and Dorothy Atkins. Editing by 
Stephen Berg.
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